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Implementing Wilsonian renormalization group transformations in an iterative way, we develop a
nonperturbative field theoretical framework for strongly coupled quantum theories, which takes into account
all-loop quantum corrections organized in the 1=N expansion. Here, N represents the flavor number of
strongly correlated quantum fields. The resulting classical field theory is given by an effective Landau-
Ginzburg theory for a local order parameter field, which appears in one-dimensional higher spacetime. We
confirm the nonperturbative nature of this field theoretical framework for the Kondo effect. Intriguingly, we
show that the recursiveWilsonian renormalization group method can explain nonperturbative thermodynamic
properties of an impurity, consistent with Bethe ansatz for the whole temperature region.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.99.105012
I. INTRODUCTION
Non-Fermi liquid physics near the metallic quantum
criticality [1,2], the nature of metal-insulator transitions [3],
the emergence of exotic quantum liquids in the vicinity of
heavy-fermion quantum criticality [4,5], and the physics of
rare events in strongly disordered systems [6] are all
beyond the perturbative theoretical framework. Simply
speaking, we do not have a theoretical framework on
how to calculate correlation functions for these problems.
The AdSdþ2=CFTdþ1 duality conjecture [7–13] with a
spatial dimension d claims to solve these problems in a
nonperturbative way. We may translate this duality con-
jecture in the version of condensed matter physics as
follows: putting Landau-Ginzburg effective field theories
on curved spacetime manifolds with an extra dimension
and solving classical equations of motion for order param-
eter fields with Einstein’s equations of motion for metric
components, one can find not only ground states but also
correlation functions nonperturbatively.
This remarkable conjecture appealed to both high-
energy and condensed matter physics communities [14].
Superconductivity in strongly correlated electrons [15], the
Kondo effect [16–19], non-Fermi liquids [20], fractional
quantum Hall phases [21], and metal-insulator transitions
[22] have been discussed within the holographic duality
conjecture. Even experimental data have been compared with
theoretical results of this nonperturbative framework [23].
However, it is completely unknown what the connection is
between ultraviolet (UV) degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) in
strongly coupled quantum field theories and infrared (IR)
emergent fields in weakly correlated classical field theories
on curved spacetimes with an extra dimension. In particular,
the role of the emergent extra dimension in nonperturbative
solutions of strongly coupled quantum field theories remains
speculative, resulting in the impression that physical per-
spectives are unclear in the holographic description.
In this study, we propose one concrete realization of the
holographic duality conjecture, implementing Wilsonian
renormalization group transformations [24] in a recursive
way. In other words, starting from an effective ultraviolet
(UV) boundary quantum theory, we derive its corresponding
IR bulk classical field theory, which appears naturally in one-
dimensional higher spacetime. It turns out that the emergent
extra dimension can be identified with an energy scale of the
renormalization group transformation. We show that an
effective bulk equation of motion encodes all-loop quantum
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corrections through the extra dimension, organized in the
1=N expansion [25], where N represents the flavor number
of strongly correlated quantum fields. Applying this recur-
sive Wilsonian renormalization group method to the Kondo
problem [26], we succeed in describing the crossover regime
from a weakly correlated local moment fixed point at high
temperature to a strongly coupled local Fermi-liquid fixed
point at low temperature in a nonperturbative way, where the
characteristic energy scale is given by the Kondo temper-
ature. Impurity thermodynamics in our nonperturbative
description is qualitatively well matched with the Bethe
ansatz for the Kondo effect [27].
We would like to point out that our method to implement
Wilsonian renormalization group transformations in a
nonperturbative way is parallel to that of Lee’s approach
[28]: Wilsonian renormalization group transformations
give rise to double-trace operators, but such interaction
terms are translated into single-trace operators with appro-
priate order parameter fields through the Hubbard-
Stratonovich transformation, where these order parameter
fields are classical variables. However, there exist two
essential different aspects between these two formulations.
First, the previous study takes into account renormalization
group transformations in real space while the present study
implements them in momentum space. Second, the pre-
vious emergent gravity description recovers the result of a
mean-field theory for the O(N) vector model in the large-N
limit while our nonperturbative field theoretical framework
gives rise to resummation of higher-order quantum correc-
tions for the Kondo effect beyond the result of a mean-field
theory. Involved with the first issue, the former starts from
an insulating UV fixed point, where the kinetic-energy term
to describe hopping of electrons is considered as a
perturbation at the UV fixed point. On the other hand,
we start from a metallic UV fixed point, where interaction
terms are taken into account as perturbations at the metallic
fixed point. It is certainly easier to see the connection
between the field theoretical approach and the emergent
gravity formulation since both field theoretical and gravity
descriptions are based on the same UV fixed point. This is
the reason why the present study could reveal physics of the
extra dimension clearly. Associated with the second issue,
bulk fields identified with order parameter fields are
integrated out, responsible for higher-order quantum cor-
rections. On the other hand, such bulk fields are taken into
account as background fields, and thus a mean-field theory
is reproduced in the previous approach. To integrate over
bulk d.o.f. is an essential ingredient of our present study
beyond all existing investigations. We point out recent
developments in the derivation of the holographic duality
conjecture from field theoretical perspectives based on
how to implement Wilsonian renormalization group
transformations [29–46].
Recently, we proposed an emergent geometric descrip-
tion for a topological phase transition in the Kitaev
superconductor model, which allows us to extract out
an emergent metric structure [47]. Based on the
Ryu-Takayanagi formula with such a metric tensor [48],
we calculated holographic entanglement entropy.
Interestingly, it turns out that this entanglement entropy
reproduced the Cardy formula [49] perfectly not only at but
also near the quantum critical point [47].
The present manuscript is organized as follows. We start
from a strongly coupled quantum-mechanics theory to
describe the Kondo problem, introduced in Sec. II.
Resorting to the Wilsonian renormalization group analysis,
we find an effective classical field theory in the large-N
limit. Here, N corresponds to the number of flavors, more
precisely, the spin degeneracy. It turns out that this novel
large-N classical theory appears in one-dimensional higher
spacetime, given by ð1þ 1ÞD Landau-Ginzburg-type
quantum field theory for the hybridization order parameter.
The emergence of this large-N classical field theory in one-
dimensional higher spacetime is the holography structure in
this study. This is one of the main points in our study,
introduced in Sec. III A. Based on this effective classical
field theory in ð1þ 1ÞD, we investigate thermodynamic
properties of this Kondo problem for the range of whole
temperatures. We compare both specific heat and spin
susceptibility for the impurity dynamics from our emergent
holographic description with Bethe ansatz results, dis-
cussed in Sec. III B. An essential point is that our
renormalization group procedure seems to be one path
integral reformulation for the Wilsonian numerical renorm-
alization group structure, where the whole procedure is
discussed in Secs. IVA–IV C. The connection between our
path integral formulation and the numerical renormaliza-
tion group method has been discussed in Sec. IV E. This
serious comparison, in spite of its “speculative” nature,
reveals the origin for the emergence of the extra dimension.
In particular, we demonstrate explicitly that the evolution of
the local order parameter through the extra dimension
introduces quantum corrections order by order reorganized
in the 1=N expansion for the boundary quantum-mechanics
theory. See Sec. IV D. Our path integral reformulation
shows that summing up such quantum corrections non-
perturbatively in the all-loop order gives rise to a novel
large-N field theory in the holographic structure. Section V
discusses how to calculate the thermodynamics in the
Kondo problem from our holographic dual field theory.
One important question which remains is how we find a
structure of curved spacetime in this effective classical field
theory. This curved nature of spacetime turns out to be
essential to encode effects of strong correlations in the
original conjecture for holography. In Secs. IVA–IV C, we
discuss how to extract out an emergent metric structure
from this effective classical field theory. Unfortunately, this
translation from a field theory to an Einstein equation has
not been resolved clearly in the present study. The research
direction for geometric translation deserves further serious
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investigations. Section VII concludes this study with a
detailed summary.
II. THE KONDO PROBLEM: AN EFFECTIVE
QUANTUM-MECHANICS THEORY FOR THE
KONDO EFFECT
The meaning of the Kondo problem is as follows. An
impurity spin is weakly correlated with itinerant electrons
at high temperatures and thus, the perturbation theory
works perfectly well above the Kondo temperature. On
the other hand, spin flip scattering become stronger due
to the non-Abelian nature of effective interactions, decreas-
ing the temperature to approach the Kondo temperature.
Finally, the effective interaction parameter renormalizes to
diverge at the Kondo temperature. As a result, the pertur-
bation theory breaks down below the Kondo temperature.
The Kondo problem is how to describe the strong coupling
fixed point, starting from the weak coupling fixed point,
which is certainly beyond the perturbative theoretical
approach.
We start from the path-integral representation for the
Kondo problem, given by
Z ¼
Z
Dcσðk; τÞDSðτÞe−S;
S ¼ −SB½SðτÞ
−
Zβ
0
dτ
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd c
†
σðk; τÞ

∂τ − μþ k
2
2m

cσðk; τÞ
þ JK
N
Z
ddkddk0
ð2πÞ2d c
†
αðk; τÞσαβcβðk0; τÞ · SðτÞ

: ð1Þ
Here, cσðk; τÞ is an electron field, where the spin degen-
eracy is extended from σ ¼ ð↑;↓Þ to σ ¼ ð↑;↓Þ ⊗
ð1;…; NÞ. SðτÞ describes an impurity spin, where
SB½SðτÞ is its Berry-phase action. JK is the Kondo coupling
constant, scaled by N for the 1=N expansion. In this paper
we use the Einstein convention, where the symbol of spin
summation is omitted for simplicity.
In order to describe the Kondo effect and deal with the
Berry-phase action, it is conventional to write an impurity
spin with the Abrikosov fermion variable in the Sp(N)
representation, given by
SðτÞ ¼ 1
2
f†αðτÞσαβfβðτÞ; ð2Þ
where these fermions should satisfy the single occupancy
constraint
f†σðτÞfσðτÞ ¼ NS ð3Þ
with NS ¼ 1 [26]. Inserting this expression into the Kondo
model, we obtain
Z ¼
Z
Dcσðk; τÞDfσðτÞDλðτÞe−S;
S ¼
Zβ
0
dτ
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd c
†
σðk; τÞ

∂τ − μþ k
2
2m

cσðk; τÞ
þ f†σðτÞð∂τ − iλðτÞÞfσðτÞ þ iNSλðτÞ
−
JK
N
c†σðτÞfσðτÞf†σ0 ðτÞcσ0 ðτÞ

; ð4Þ
where the Fiertz identity for the inner product of Pauli spin
matrices has been used and renormalization of the chemical
potential at the impurity site has not been considered, since
it is not relevant for the Kondo effect. λðτÞ is a Lagrange
multiplier variable to impose the above constraint, and
cσðτÞ ¼
R
ddk
ð2πÞd cσðk; τÞ is an electron field at the impu-
rity site.
Considering physical processes in the Kondo problem, it
is natural to take a hybridization order parameter bðτÞ,
where the partition function is given by
Z ¼
Z
Dcσðk; τÞDfσðτÞDbðτÞDλðτÞe−S;
S ¼
Zβ
0
dτ
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd c
†
σðk; τÞ

∂τ − μþ k
2
2m

cσðk; τÞ þ f†σðτÞð∂τ − iλðτÞÞfσðτÞ þ iNSλðτÞ
− bðτÞf†σðτÞcσðτÞ − b†ðτÞc†σðτÞfσðτÞ þ
N
JK
b†ðτÞbðτÞ

: ð5Þ
It is straightforward to see
bðτÞ ¼ JK
N
hc†σðτÞfσðτÞi ð6Þ
in the mean-field approximation, which explains why this
bosonic variable is called the hybridization order parameter.
Performing the functional integration for conduction
electron fields, we obtain an effective quantum-mechanics
theory for the Kondo effect,
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Z ¼ Zc
Z
DfσðτÞDbðτÞDλðτÞ exp

−
Zβ
0
dτ
Zβ
0
dτ0f†σðτÞbðτÞGcðτ − τ0Þb†ðτ0Þfσðτ0Þ
þ f†σðτÞð∂τ − iλðτÞÞfσðτÞ þ iNSλðτÞ þ NJK b
†ðτÞbðτÞ

; ð7Þ
where Zc is the partition function of conduction electrons
and
GcðτÞ ¼
1
β
X
iω
e−iωτGcðiωÞ;
GcðiωÞ ¼
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd
1
iωþ μ − k2
2m
¼ −iπNFsignðωÞ
is the electron Green’s function with the density of states
NF. If we perform the saddle-point approximation for the
hybridization order parameter, we obtain a mean-field
theory for the Kondo effect [26]. Unfortunately, this
mean-field theory gives rise to a continuous phase tran-
sition, regarded to be an artifact of the mean-field theory. In
order to overcome this artifact, 1=N corrections have been
introduced into the mean-field theory [25]. It turns out that
the hybridization order parameter vanishes due to 1=N
corrections. On the other hand, the local Fermi-liquid
physics has been claimed to be still preserved, demon-
strated by thermodynamic properties. In this study we
propose how to solve this strongly coupled quantum-
mechanics problem in a nonperturbative way, and the
meaning of the nonperturbative way will be clarified in
Sec. IV D.
III. MAIN RESULTS
A. An effective Landau-Ginzburg field theory for the
Kondo effect: Emergence of an extra dimension
We find an effective field theory
Z ¼ ZcZfh
Z
DfσðτÞDbðτ; zÞ exp

−
Zβ
0
dτ
Zβ
0
dτ0f†σðτÞbðτ; zfÞGcðτ − τ0Þb†ðτ0; zfÞfσðτ0Þ þ f†σðτÞð∂τ − λÞfσðτÞ
þ NSλþ N
JK
b†ðτ; 0Þbðτ; 0Þ

−
Zzf
0
dz
Zβ
0
dτ

πNΛb
JK
ð∂zb†ðτ; zÞÞð∂zbðτ; zÞÞ þ 2NSNFvFΛ2c bðτ; zÞ∂τb
†ðτ; zÞ

: ð8Þ
Here, Zh is the partition function, which results from
contributions of high-energy fluctuating fields in the
Wilsonian renormalization group approach. z is an extra
dimension, where zf → 1=Λ corresponds to the low-energy
limit. In the Wilsonian renormalization group approach,
high-energy fluctuations in the momentum space of Λ −
dΛ < k < Λ are integrated out to renormalize the dynamics
of low-energy excitations. It turns out that dz is identified
with dΛ=Λ2. vF is the Fermi velocity and Λc (Λb) is the
high-momentum (high-frequency) cutoff of conduction
electrons (hybridization order parameter) in the Wilsonian
renormalization group analysis. All details are given in
Sec. IV. We point out that the saddle-point approximation
for the hybridization order parameter is taken into account,
essentially the same as its Gaussian integration. As a result,
we obtain an effective Landau-Ginzburg field theory for the
hybridization order parameter after the Gaussian integra-
tion of the fermion variable, which appears with an extra
dimension. Below, we claim that this effective field theory
introduces not only 1=N but also quantum corrections of all
orders in the 1=N expansion.
Considering the variation of an effective energy func-
tional with respect to bðτ; zÞ, we obtain an equation of
motion for the hybridization order parameter field
−∂2zb†ðτ; zÞ þ 2SNFJKπvFΛbΛ2c ∂τb
†ðτ; zÞ ¼ 0: ð9Þ
In addition, we can also obtain a similar relation for bðτ; zÞ
with an additional minus sign, which corresponds to the
Hermitian conjugation of Eq. (9). The above equation
represents the diffusion equation in one dimension. The
appearance of the diffusion equation in this extra dimension
has interesting physical implications, which will be dis-
cussed in Sec. V.
The UV boundary condition is given by
−∂zb†ðτ; zÞjz¼0 þ 1πΛb b
†ðτ; 0Þ ¼ 0; ð10Þ
where the linear derivative in z results from the boundary
term of the second-order derivative in z. The IR boundary
condition is
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πΛb
JK
∂zb†ðτ; zÞ

z¼zf
þ
Zβ
0
dτ0Gcðτ − τ0Þb†ðτ0; zfÞGfðτ0 − τÞ ¼ 0; ð11Þ
where the spinon Green’s function Gfðτ − τ0Þ≡
−hTτ½fσðτÞf†σðτ0Þi is given by the solution of
ð∂τ − λÞGfðτ − τ0Þ
þ bðτ; zfÞ
Zβ
0
dτ00Gcðτ − τ00Þb†ðτ00; zfÞGfðτ00 − τ0Þ
¼ −δðτ − τ0Þ: ð12Þ
Tτ is the time-ordering operator and the spin summation is
not performed. The Lagrange multiplier is determined by
the spinon number-constraint
Gfðτ → 0Þ ¼ S; ð13Þ
where iλ is replaced with λ for the saddle-point analysis.
We solve these coupled equations [Eqs. (9), (10), (11), and
(13) with Eq. (12)] in Sec. V after presenting the derivation
of our effective Landau-Ginzburg field theory with an extra
dimension in Sec. IV.
B. The Kondo effect in the nonperturbative field
theoretical framework: Impurity thermodynamics
It is interesting to observe that the effective Landau-
Ginzburg theory of Eq. (8) allows the saddle-point approxi-
mation for the hybridization field bðz; τÞ in the large-N
limit, giving rise to Eqs. (9), (10), and (11). Surprisingly,
this large-N limit can describe the nonperturbative physics
of the Kondo effect, as will be shown below. In other words,
summing all loop quantum corrections organized in the
1=N expansion gives rise to a completely different large-N
effective Landau-Ginzburg theory, the large-N limit of
which describes a nonperturbative saddle point.
Solving the classical diffusion equation of Eq. (9) with
both boundary conditions of Eqs. (10) and (11), and
substituting the solution into Eq. (8), we find an effective
free-energy functional for the Kondo effect, the most
singular part of which is given by
Fimp ¼ −
N
β
X
iω
ln

−iω − λþ C − iπNFsignðωÞ
×

α
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
cos
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

þ sin
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

2

þ NSλ: ð14Þ
Here, the Gaussian integration for the spinon variable in
Eq. (8) has been performed. D ¼ πvFΛbΛ2c
2SNFJK
is an effective
diffusion coefficient of Eq. (9), andC and α are constants of
the hybridization order parameter field determined by self-
consistent equations [Eq. (60)]. This expression implies
that an effective Kondo temperature is
TK ¼ πNF

α
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
cos
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r 
þ sin
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r 
2
; ð15Þ
where C is the solution of Eq. (61).
It is straightforward to obtain the specific heat coefficient
γimpðTÞ and the impurity spin susceptibility χimpðTÞ,
given by
γimpðTÞ ≈
N
πTK
Z∞
−∞
dω
∂2fðωÞ
∂T2 tan
−1

1
ω

; ð16Þ
and
χimpðTÞ ≈ −
N
πTK
Z∞
−∞
dωfðωÞ ωðω2 þ 1Þ2 : ð17Þ
In the zero temperature limit, we have
γimp ≈
πN
3
1
TK
; χimp ≈
N
2π
1
TK
; ð18Þ
which is typical for the Kondo effect [26]. Indeed, we
reproduce the local Fermi-liquid physics, given by the
Wilson ratio at zero temperature:
W ¼ 4π
2
3
χimp
γimp
¼ 2: ð19Þ
At finite temperatures, we solve Eq. (61) and perform the
ω-integration in Eqs. (16) and (17) numerically. Details are
shown in Sec. V. Figure 1 shows that our effective field
theory describes the crossover behavior from the decoupled
local moment fixed point to the local Fermi-liquid fixed
point quite successfully. In order to confirm this aspect, we
compare our results with the Bethe ansatz solution for the
single impurity Kondo model [26,27]. See Fig. 2. Although
both the high and low temperature limits in the impurity
thermodynamics coincide between our nonperturbative
effective field theory and the Bethe ansatz, there exist
discrepancies in the vicinity of the Kondo temperature,
i.e., the crossover regime. We point out that the renorm-
alization group transformation does not take into account
the wave-function renormalization for the impurity fermion
variable, as will be discussed below. We suspect that this
poor man’s scheme for renormalization is responsible for
such discrepancies.
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IV. DERIVATION OF THE NONPERTURBATIVE
FIELD THEORY WITH AN EXTRA DIMENSION
FOR THE KONDO EFFECT: CONTINUOUS
APPLICATIONS OF WILSONIAN
RENORMALIZATION GROUP
TRANSFORMATIONS
A. The first iteration of Wilsonian renormalization
group transformations
We recall Eq. (5),
Z ¼
Z
Dcσðk; τÞDfσðτÞDλðτÞDbð0ÞðτÞe−S;
S ¼
Zβ
0
dτ
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd c
†
σðk; τÞ

∂τ − μþ k
2
2m

cσðk; τÞ
þ f†σðτÞð∂τ − iλðτÞÞfσðτÞ þ iNSλðτÞ
− bð0ÞðτÞf†σðτÞcσðτÞ − bð0Þ†ðτÞc†σðτÞfσðτÞ
þ N
JK
bð0Þ†ðτÞbð0ÞðτÞ

;
where the superscript (0) has been introduced into the
hybridization order parameter.
An essential point of the present study is introducing
quantum corrections into the mean-field theory through
continuous applications of Wilsonian renormalization
group transformations. However, it is not straightforward
to deal with a discrete spectrum at finite temperatures in the
renormalization group analysis. In order to implement
Wilsonian renormalization group transformations beyond
the mean-field theory, we focus on the zero temperature
limit, i.e., β →∞, as follows:
W ¼
Z
Dcσðk; τÞDfσðτÞDλðτÞDbð0ÞðτÞe−S;
S ¼
Z∞
0
dτ
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd c
†
σðk; τÞ

∂τ − μþ k
2
2m

cσðk; τÞ
þ f†σðτÞð∂τ − iλðτÞÞfσðτÞ þ iNSλðτÞ
− bð0ÞðτÞf†σðτÞcσðτÞ − bð0Þ†ðτÞc†σðτÞfσðτÞ
þ N
JK
bð0Þ†ðτÞbð0ÞðτÞ

: ð20Þ
Here, we still work in Euclidean time.
To prepare for the Wilsonian renormalization group
transformation, we separate all field variables into low-
and high-energy d.o.f. For the conduction electrons, we set
cσωðkÞ ¼ cσωðkÞΘ½ðk − Λc þ dΛcÞð−Λc þ dΛc − kÞ
þ cσωðkÞΘ½ðΛc − jkjÞðjkj − Λc þ dΛcÞ
≡ clσωðkÞ þ chσωðkÞ; ð21Þ
where Λc is a momentum cutoff and k is a momentum
transverse to the Fermi surface. More precisely, we
FIG. 2. (a) Linear-log plot of the impurity specific heat as a
function of temperature. (b) Linear-log plot of the impurity spin
susceptibility multiplied by temperature T. Solid black (red
dotted) lines are our (Bethe ansatz) results.
FIG. 1. (a) Linear-log plot of the impurity specific heat
coefficient [Eq. (16)] as a function of temperature. (b) Linear-
log plot of the impurity spin susceptibility [Eq. (17)] as a function
of temperature. The Wilson ratio is plotted in the inset. The
vertical dotted line denotes T=TK ¼ 1.
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considered εk ¼ k22m − μ ≈ vF · ðk − kFÞ≡ vFk as usual,
where kF is a Fermi momentum and vF ¼ kF=m is a
Fermi velocity. High-energy electron fields living
within the momentum window of Λc − dΛc < jkj < Λc
are integrated over to renormalize hybridization fluctua-
tions. Low- and high-energy d.o.f. for spinon, holon
(hybridization), and spinon chemical potential are
given by
fσω ¼ fσωΘðΛf − dΛf − jωjÞ þ fσωΘ½ðΛf − jωjÞðjωj − Λf þ dΛfÞ
≡ flσω þ fhσω;
bω ¼ bωΘðΛb − dΛb − jωjÞ þ bωΘ½ðΛb − jωjÞðjωj − Λb þ dΛbÞ
≡ blω þ bhω;
λω−ω0 ¼ λω−ω0ΘðΛλ − dΛλ − jω − ω0jÞ þ λω−ω0Θ½ðΛλ − jω − ω0jÞðjω − ω0j − Λλ þ dΛλÞ
≡ λlω−ω0 þ λhω−ω0 ;
essentially the same as the case of electron fields but in the frequency space. All integral regions given by dΛc, dΛf, dΛb,
and dΛλ are set to be equal, i.e., vFdΛc ¼ dΛf ¼ dΛb ¼ dΛλ ≡ dΛ.
Integrating over high-energy variables and taking rescaling of all low-energy fields to return the cutoff into an original
value, we obtain
W ¼ Wh
Z
Dcσðk; τÞDfσðτÞDλðτÞDbð0ÞðτÞe−S;
S ¼
Zβ
0
dτ
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd c
†
σðk; τÞ

∂τ − μþ k
2
2m

cσðk; τÞ þ f†σðτÞð∂τ − iλðτÞÞfσðτÞ þ iNSλðτÞ
− bð0ÞðτÞf†σðτÞcσðτÞ − bð0Þ†ðτÞc†σðτÞfσðτÞ þ
N
JK
bð0Þ†ðτÞbð0ÞðτÞ
þ gcbð0ÞðτÞf†σðτÞ∂τðfσðτÞbð0Þ†ðτÞÞ þ gfhbð0ÞðτÞcσðτÞc†σðτÞbð0Þ†ðτÞ − gbhf†σ0 ðτÞcσ0 ðτÞc†σðτÞfσðτÞ

: ð22Þ
Compared to Eq. (20), the integration over high-energy
fields gives rise to the last three terms in the effective action
with the multiplication of a factor Wh into the partition
function. Here, Wh is the partition function of high-
energy d.o.f. Coefficients are given by gc ¼ 2 NFvF dΛΛ2c,
gfh ¼ iλω¼0 dΛπΛ3f, and g
b
h ¼ JKN dΛπΛb. An essential aspect of this
effective field theory is that locality in time is preserved in
spite of the Wilsonian renormalization group transforma-
tion. Since this is an important point in the present study,
we discuss this issue more carefully.
Consider the Kondo vertex with the high-energy mode of
the b-field:
SKint ¼ −
Z
dω
2π
Z
dω0
2π
bð0Þhω0 f
l†
σωclσω−ω0
−
Z
dω
2π
Z
dω0
2π
bð0Þh†ω0 c
l†
σω−ω0f
l
σω: ð23Þ
Performing the Gaussian integration for high-frequency
holon (hybridization) fields in the second cumulant, we
obtain
Sð2ÞK ¼ −
1
2
ðhSK2int i − hSKinti2Þ ¼ −
ZΛb
Λb=b
dω0
2π
Z
dω
2π
fl†σωclσω−ω0

gbhðiω0Þ
Z
dω00
2π
cl†σ0ω00−ω0f
l
σ0ω00

¼ − JK
N
dΛ
2π
Z
Λb=b dω
2π
fl†σωclσω−Λb
Z
Λb=b dω00
2π
cl†σ0ω00−Λbf
l
σ0ω00

þ ðΛb → −ΛbÞ; ð24Þ
where gbhðiωÞ ¼ −hbð0Þhω bð0Þh†ω i ¼ − JKN is the high-frequency holon propagator and b ≈ 1þ δΛ=Λ. Rescaling the frequency
ω→ ω=b, the cutoff is restored to Λb, which results in
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Sð2ÞK ¼ −
JK
N
dΛ
2π
Z
Λb dω
2π
fl†σωclσω−Λb
Z
Λb dω00
2π
cl†σ0ω00−Λbf
l
σ0ω00

þ ðΛb → −ΛbÞ: ð25Þ
Here, we neglect higher order terms in dΛ. Fourier transforming to the time domain, we obtain
Sð2ÞK ¼ −
JK
N
dΛ
2π
Z∞
0
dτ
Z∞
0
dτ0eiΛbðτ−τ0Þf†σðτÞcσðτÞc†σ0 ðτ0Þfσ0 ðτ0Þ þ ðΛb → −ΛbÞ
≈ −
JK
N
dΛ
πΛb
Z∞
0
dτf†σðτÞcσðτÞc†σ0 ðτÞfσ0 ðτÞ: ð26Þ
An essential point is that the fast oscillating term
given by eiΛbðτ−τ0Þ enforces the locality in the Kondo
vertex.
One can show that the locality also holds for the
other potential scattering term in the same way.
gfhb
ð0ÞðτÞcσðτÞc†σðτÞbð0Þ†ðτÞ originates from the integration
of high-frequency spinon variables in the Kondo-vertex
term. This renormalization gives rise to nonmagnetic
potential scattering for low-energy electron fields, which
has nothing to do with the Kondo effect.
The time derivative in gcbð0ÞðτÞf†σðτÞ∂τðfσðτÞbð0Þ†ðτÞÞ
comes from the propagator of high-energy conduction
electrons. Consider the Kondo vertex with the high-energy
mode of the c-field:
Simpint ¼ −
Z
dω
2π
Z
dω0
2π
bð0Þlω0 f
l†
σω
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd c
h
σω−ω0 ðkÞ
−
Z
dω
2π
Z
dω0
2π
bð0Þl†ω0
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd c
h†
σω−ω0 ðkÞflσω: ð27Þ
Similar to the previous case, performing the integration for
high-momentum conduction electron fields in the dΛ → 0
limit and rescaling all low-frequency fields to recover the
cutoff into an original value, we obtain
Sð2Þimp ¼ −
1
2
ðhSimp2int i − hSimpint i2Þ
¼
Z
dω
2π
Z
dω0
2π
bð0Þlω0 f
l†
σωþω0
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd ghðk; iωÞ
Z
dω00
2π
flσωþω00b
ð0Þl†
ω00

≈ 2
NF
vF
dΛ
Λ2c
Z
dω
2π
Z
dω0
2π
bð0Þlω0 f
l†
σωþω0

ð−iωÞ
Z
dω00
2π
flσωþω00b
ð0Þl†
ω00

Rescaling





!
2
NF
vF
dΛ
Λ2c
Z∞
0
dτbð0ÞðτÞf†σðτÞ∂τðfσðτÞbð0Þ†ðτÞÞ; ð28Þ
where
ghðk; iωÞ≡ −hchσωðkÞch†σωðkÞi ¼ 2NFvFdΛ −iωω2 þ v2FΛ2c
is the high-momentum electron propagator and ω ≪ vFΛc
has been utilized from the second equality to the third [50].
We note that the integration of the high-frequency
spinon-chemical potential variable λhω−ω0 has not been
introduced in this renormalization group procedure since
this chemical potential renormalization for spinons does not
give any serious effects on the Kondo effect. Of course, one
can take into account its role in principle. Except for this
aspect, our renormalization group procedure should be
regarded as an “exact” one up to the linear order of dΛ,
where higher powers of dΛ are all neglected. Actually, dΛ
is the control parameter in the integration procedure for
high-energy d.o.f. The same strategy can be found in the
functional renormalization group procedure [51].
To finalize the first iteration of Wilsonian renor-
malization group transformations, we approximate
gcbð0ÞðτÞf†σðτÞ∂τðfσðτÞbð0Þ†ðτÞÞ in the following way:
gcbð0ÞðτÞf†σðτÞ∂τðfσðτÞbð0Þ†ðτÞÞ
≈ gcbð0ÞðτÞf†σðτÞfσðτÞ∂τbð0Þ†ðτÞ: ð29Þ
gcbð0ÞðτÞbð0Þ†ðτÞf†σðτÞ∂τfσðτÞ is involved with wave-
function renormalization for the spinon variable. Here,
we do not take into account the wave-function renormal-
ization for the spinon variable. In this respect this derivation
is a poor man’s version [26].
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Inserting this time-derivative term for holon fields into the above partition function, Eq. (22), and performing Hubbard-
Stratonovich transformations with appropriate order parameters, we obtain
W ¼ Wh
Z
Dcσðk; τÞDfσðτÞDλðτÞDbð1ÞðτÞDφð1ÞðτÞDnð1ÞðτÞDψ ð1ÞðτÞDρð1ÞðτÞDδbð1ÞðτÞe−S;
S ¼
Zβ
0
dτ
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd c
†
σðk; τÞ

∂τ − μþ k
2
2m

cσðk; τÞ þ f†σðτÞð∂τ − iλðτÞÞfσðτÞ þ iNSλðτÞ
− bð1ÞðτÞf†σðτÞcσðτÞ − bð1Þ†ðτÞc†σðτÞfσðτÞ þ
N
JK
ðbð1Þ†ðτÞ − δbð1Þ†ðτÞÞðbð1ÞðτÞ − δbð1ÞðτÞÞ
þ gcðbð1ÞðτÞ − δbð1ÞðτÞÞnð1ÞðτÞ∂τðbð1Þ†ðτÞ − δbð1Þ†ðτÞÞ þ iφð1ÞðτÞðnð1ÞðτÞ − f†σðτÞfσðτÞÞ
þ gfhðbð1ÞðτÞ − δbð1ÞðτÞÞρð1ÞðτÞðbð1Þ†ðτÞ − δbð1Þ†ðτÞÞ þ iψ ð1ÞðτÞðρð1ÞðτÞ − cσðτÞc†σðτÞÞ
þ 1
gbh
δbð1Þ†ðτÞδbð1ÞðτÞ

: ð30Þ
Here, nð1ÞðτÞ ¼ f†σðτÞfσðτÞ is introduced into the
above expression, where the canonical conjugate variable
φð1ÞðτÞ plays the role of a Lagrange multiplier to impose
this constraint. In the same way ρð1ÞðτÞ ¼ cσðτÞc†σðτÞ is
taken into account with its canonical conjugate pair ψ ð1ÞðτÞ.
Another double-trace operator, −gbhf
†
σ0 ðτÞcσ0 ðτÞc†σðτÞfσðτÞ,
is decomposed into −δbð1ÞðτÞf†σ0 ðτÞcσ0 ðτÞ−
δbð1Þ†ðτÞc†σðτÞfσðτÞ þ 1gbh δb
ð1Þ†ðτÞδbð1ÞðτÞ. In the above ex-
pression we defined bð1ÞðτÞ ¼ bð0ÞðτÞ þ δbð1ÞðτÞ and
changed the integration field from bð0ÞðτÞ to bð1ÞðτÞ.
B. Continuous applications of
Wilsonian renormalization
group transformations
One may repeat the previous renormalization group
procedure: separating low- and high-energy d.o.f. for
electron fields and others with the superscript index (1),
integrating over high-energy fields, and taking rescaling of
all low-energy fields to return the cutoff into an original
value, one finds the following expression for the partition
function:
W ¼ W2h
Z
Dcσðk; τÞDfσðτÞDλðτÞDbð1ÞðτÞDφð1ÞðτÞDnð1ÞðτÞDψ ð1ÞðτÞDρð1ÞðτÞDδbð1ÞðτÞe−S;
S ¼
Zβ
0
dτ
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd c
†
σðk; τÞ

∂τ − μþ k
2
2m

cσðk; τÞ þ f†σðτÞð∂τ − iλðτÞÞfσðτÞ þ iNSλðτÞ
− bð1ÞðτÞf†σðτÞcσðτÞ − bð1Þ†ðτÞc†σðτÞfσðτÞ þ
N
JK
ðbð1Þ†ðτÞ − δbð1Þ†ðτÞÞðbð1ÞðτÞ − δbð1ÞðτÞÞ
þ gcðbð1ÞðτÞ − δbð1ÞðτÞÞnð1ÞðτÞ∂τðbð1Þ†ðτÞ − δbð1Þ†ðτÞÞ þ iφð1ÞðτÞðnð1ÞðτÞ − f†σðτÞfσðτÞÞ
− gfhðbð1ÞðτÞ − δbð1ÞðτÞÞρð1ÞðτÞðbð1Þ†ðτÞ − δbð1Þ†ðτÞÞ þ iψ ð1ÞðτÞðρð1ÞðτÞ − cσðτÞc†σðτÞÞ
þ 1
gbh
δbð1Þ†ðτÞδbð1ÞðτÞ
þ gcbð1ÞðτÞf†σðτÞ∂τðfσðτÞbð1Þ†ðτÞÞ þ gfhbð1ÞðτÞcσðτÞc†σðτÞbð1Þ†ðτÞ − gbhf†σ0 ðτÞcσ0 ðτÞc†σðτÞfσðτÞ

: ð31Þ
Note that, as before, we have three terms in the last line with the same coefficients, gc, g
f
h, and g
b
h, but with the replacement
of the superscript from (0) to (1) of the fields.
Neglecting the wave-function renormalization for the spinon variable and implementing Hubbard-Stratonovich
transformations with appropriate order parameters once again, we find
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W ¼ W2h
Z
Dcσðk; τÞDfσðτÞDλðτÞDbð2ÞðτÞ
Y2
w¼1
½DφðwÞðτÞDnðwÞðτÞDψ ðwÞðτÞDρðwÞðτÞDδbðwÞðτÞe−S;
S ¼
Z∞
0
dτ
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd c
†
σðk; τÞ

∂τ − μþ k
2
2m

cσðk; τÞ þ f†σðτÞð∂τ − iλðτÞÞfσðτÞ þ iNSλðτÞ
− bð2ÞðτÞf†σðτÞcσðτÞ − bð2Þ†ðτÞc†σðτÞfσðτÞ þ
N
JK
ðbð2Þ†ðτÞ − δbð2Þ†ðτÞ − δbð1Þ†ðτÞÞðbð2ÞðτÞ − δbð2ÞðτÞ − δbð1ÞðτÞÞ
þ gcðbð2ÞðτÞ − δbð2ÞðτÞ − δbð1ÞðτÞÞnð1ÞðτÞ∂τðbð2Þ†ðτÞ − δbð2Þ†ðτÞ − δbð1Þ†ðτÞÞ þ iφð1ÞðτÞðnð1ÞðτÞ − f†σðτÞfσðτÞÞ
þ gfhðbð2ÞðτÞ − δbð2ÞðτÞ − δbð1ÞðτÞÞρð1ÞðτÞðbð2Þ†ðτÞ − δbð2Þ†ðτÞ − δbð1Þ†ðτÞÞ þ iψ ð1ÞðτÞðρð1ÞðτÞ − cσðτÞc†σðτÞÞ
þ 1
gbh
δbð1Þ†ðτÞδbð1ÞðτÞ þ gcðbð2ÞðτÞ − δbð2ÞðτÞÞnð2ÞðτÞ∂τðbð2Þ†ðτÞ − δbð2Þ†ðτÞÞ þ iφð2ÞðτÞðnð2ÞðτÞ − f†σðτÞfσðτÞÞ
þ gfhðbð2ÞðτÞ − δbð2ÞðτÞÞρð2ÞðτÞðbð2Þ†ðτÞ − δbð2Þ†ðτÞÞ þ iψ ð2ÞðτÞðρð2ÞðτÞ − cσðτÞc†σðτÞÞ þ
1
gbh
δbð2Þ†ðτÞδbð2ÞðτÞ

; ð32Þ
where the integration field is changed from bð1ÞðτÞ to bð2ÞðτÞ ¼ bð1ÞðτÞ þ δbð2ÞðτÞ.
Now, it is straightforward to implement Wilsonian renormalization group transformations continuously. As a result, we
obtain
W ¼ Wfh
Z
Dcσðk; τÞDfσðτÞDλðτÞDbðfÞðτÞ
Yf
w¼1
½DφðwÞðτÞDnðwÞðτÞDψ ðwÞðτÞDρðwÞðτÞDδbðwÞðτÞe−S;
S ¼
Z∞
0
dτ
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd c
†
σðk; τÞ

∂τ − μþ k
2
2m

cσðk; τÞ þ f†σðτÞð∂τ − iλðτÞÞfσðτÞ þ iNSλðτÞ − bðfÞðτÞf†σðτÞcσðτÞ
− bðfÞ†ðτÞc†σðτÞfσðτÞ þ
N
JK

bðfÞ†ðτÞ −
Xf
w¼1
δbðwÞ†ðτÞ

bðfÞðτÞ −
Xf
w¼1
δbðwÞðτÞ

þ gc
Xf
w¼1

bðfÞðτÞ −
Xf
w0¼w
bðw0ÞðτÞ

nðwÞðτÞ∂τ

bðfÞ†ðτÞ −
Xf
w0¼w
bðw0Þ†ðτÞ

þ
Xf
w¼1
iφðwÞðτÞðnðwÞðτÞ − f†σðτÞfσðτÞÞ
þ gfh
Xf
w¼1

bðfÞðτÞ −
Xf
w0¼w
bðw0ÞðτÞ

ρðwÞðτÞ

bðfÞ†ðτÞ −
Xf
w0¼w
bðw0Þ†ðτÞ

þ
Xf
w¼1
iψ ðwÞðτÞðρðwÞðτÞ − cσðτÞc†σðτÞÞ
þ 1
gbh
Xf
w¼1
δbðwÞ†ðτÞδbðwÞðτÞ

: ð33Þ
The final step is changing the integration fields from bðfÞðτÞ and δbðwÞðτÞ with w ¼ 1;…; f to bð0ÞðτÞ and bðwÞðτÞ ¼
bð0ÞðτÞ þPwn¼1 δbðnÞðτÞ with w ¼ 1;…; f. As a result, the partition function and the effective action become
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W ¼ Wfh
Z
Dcσðk; τÞDfσðτÞDλðτÞDbð0ÞðτÞ
Yf
w¼1
½DφðwÞðτÞDnðwÞðτÞDψ ðwÞðτÞDρðwÞðτÞDbðwÞðτÞe−S;
S ¼
Z∞
0
dτ
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd c
†
σðk; τÞ

∂τ − μþ k
2
2m

cσðk; τÞ þ f†σðτÞð∂τ − iλðτÞÞfσðτÞ þ iNSλðτÞ − bðfÞðτÞf†σðτÞcσðτÞ
− bðfÞ†ðτÞc†σðτÞfσðτÞ þ
N
JK
bð0Þ†ðτÞbð0ÞðτÞ þ gc
Xf
w¼1
bðw−1ÞðτÞnðwÞðτÞ∂τbðw−1Þ†ðτÞ þ
Xf
w¼1
iφðwÞðτÞðnðwÞðτÞ − f†σðτÞfσðτÞÞ
þ gfh
Xf
w¼1
bðw−1ÞðτÞρðwÞðτÞbðw−1Þ†ðτÞ þ
Xf
w¼1
iψ ðwÞðτÞðρðwÞðτÞ − cσðτÞc†σðτÞÞ
þ 1
gbh
Xf
w¼1
ðbðwÞ†ðτÞ − bðw−1Þ†ðτÞÞðbðwÞðτÞ − bðw−1ÞðτÞÞ

: ð34Þ
C. Emergence of an extra dimension
In order to confirm the emergence of an extra dimension, we reformulate the previous expression of the partition function
as follows. First, we consider
Xf
w¼1
iφðwÞðτÞðnðwÞðτÞ−f†σðτÞfσðτÞÞ¼
Xf
w¼1
auv
iφðwÞðτÞ
auv
ðnðwÞðτÞ−f†σðτÞfσðτÞÞ¼
Zzf
0
dziφðτ;zÞðnðτ;zÞ−f†σðτÞfσðτÞÞ; ð35Þ
where auv is a length scale of the UV cutoff, regarded to be lattice spacing in the z-direction. In the last line of the equation,
we took into account nðτ; z ¼ wauvÞ ¼ nðwÞðτÞ and φðτ; z ¼ wauvÞ ¼ φðwÞðτÞ=auv. The upper limit of the integration is
zf ¼ fauv. Second, we consider
1
gbh
Xf
w¼1
ðbðwÞ†ðτÞ − bðw−1Þ†ðτÞÞðbðwÞðτÞ − bðw−1ÞðτÞÞ ¼ auv
gbh
Xf
w¼1
auv
bðwÞ†ðτÞ − bðw−1Þ†ðτÞ
auv
bðwÞðτÞ − bðw−1ÞðτÞ
auv
¼ 1
g˜bh
Zzf
0
dz
∂b†ðτ; zÞ
∂z
∂bðτ; zÞ
∂z

; ð36Þ
where g˜bh ¼ gbh=auv and bðτ; z ¼ wauvÞ ¼ bðwÞðτÞ have been introduced. In Eq. (35) the cutoff length scale auv seems to be
determined arbitrarily. This is not true. We recall gbh ¼ JKN dΛπΛb. Then, we have 1=g˜bh ∝ auv=dΛ. We also point out that all these
calculations are controlled in the dΛ → 0 limit. In order to define Eq. (36) consistently in this controllable limit, we are
forced to take the equation of auv ¼ cuvdΛ, where cuv is a positive constant, set to be cuv ¼ 1 for simplicity. Identifying dΛ
with dz, i.e., dΛ ¼ dz ¼ auv, we have g˜bh ¼ JKπNΛb. Equivalence between dΛ and dz indicates that the extra dimension may be
regarded as the scale of renormalization group transformations. As a result, we reach the following expression for the
partition function of the Kondo effect:
W ¼ Wfh
Z
Dcσðk; τÞDfσðτÞDλðτÞDφðτ; zÞDnðτ; zÞDψðτ; zÞDρðτ; zÞDbðτ; zÞe−S;
S ¼
Z∞
0
dτ
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd c
†
σðk; τÞ

∂τ − μþ k
2
2m

cσðk; τÞ þ f†σðτÞð∂τ − iλðτÞÞfσðτÞ þ iNSλðτÞ − bðτ; zfÞf†σðτÞcσðτÞ
− b†ðτ; zfÞc†σðτÞfσðτÞ þ
N
JK
b†ðτ; 0Þbðτ; 0Þ þ g˜c
Zzf
0
dzbðτ; zÞnðτ; zÞ∂τb†ðτ; zÞ þ
Zzf
0
dziφðτ; zÞðnðτ; zÞ − f†σðτÞfσðτÞÞ
þ g˜fh
Zzf
0
dzbðτ; zÞρðτ; zÞb†ðτ; zÞ þ
Zzf
0
dziψðτ; zÞðρðτ; zÞ − cσðτÞc†σðτÞÞ þ
1
g˜bh
Zzf
0
dz∂zb†ðτ; zÞ∂zbðτ; zÞ

: ð37Þ
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Here, other fields and couplings are taken into account similarly as ρðτ; z ¼ wauvÞ ¼ ρðwÞðτÞ; ψðτ; z ¼ wauvÞ ¼
ψ ðwÞðτÞ=auv; g˜c ¼ gc=auv ¼ 2NF=ðvFΛ2cÞ; and g˜fh ¼ gfh=auv ¼ iλw¼0=ðπΛ3fÞ.
Focusing on the Kondo effect, where nonmagnetic potential scattering for electrons is neglected, we can simplify the
above as
W ¼ Wfh
Z
Dcσðk; τÞDfσðτÞDλðτÞDφðτ; zÞDnðτ; zÞDbðτ; zÞe−S;
S ¼
Z∞
0
dτ
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd c
†
σðk; τÞ

∂τ − μþ k
2
2m

cσðk; τÞ þ f†σðτÞð∂τ − iλðτÞÞfσðτÞ þ iNSλðτÞ − bðτ; zfÞf†σðτÞcσðτÞ
− b†ðτ; zfÞc†σðτÞfσðτÞ þ
N
JK
b†ðτ; 0Þbðτ; 0Þ þ g˜c
Zzf
0
dzbðτ; zÞnðτ; zÞ∂τb†ðτ; zÞ þ
Zzf
0
dziφðτ; zÞðnðτ; zÞ − f†σðτÞfσðτÞÞ
þ 1
g˜bh
Zzf
0
dz∂zb†ðτ; zÞ∂zbðτ; zÞ

: ð38Þ
Working out the path integral of
R
Dφðτ; zÞ, we obtain nðτ; zÞ ¼ f†σðτÞfσðτÞ ¼ NS with the introduction of the number
constraint. Taking the path integral of
R
Dcσðk; τÞ, we obtain the final expression of the partition function for the Kondo effect
W ¼ WfhZc
Z
DfσðτÞDλðτÞDbðτ; zÞe−S;
S ¼
Z∞
0
dτ
Z∞
0
dτ0f†σðτÞbðτ; zfÞGcðτ − τ0Þb†ðτ0; zfÞfσðτ0Þ þ
Z∞
0
dτ

f†σðτÞð∂τ − iλðτÞÞfσðτÞ þ iNSλðτÞ
þ N
JK
b†ðτ; 0Þbðτ; 0Þ

þ
Z∞
0
dτ
Zzf
0
dz

NSg˜cbðτ; zÞ∂τb†ðτ; zÞ þ 1g˜bh
∂zb†ðτ; zÞ∂zbðτ; zÞ

; ð39Þ
where the electron propagator is recalled as
GcðiωÞ≡ −
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd hcσðk; iωÞc
†
σðk; iωÞi
¼
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd
1
iωþ μ − k2
2m
¼ −iπNFsignðωÞ
in the frequency space. The spin summation is not
performed. This effective action, Eq. (39), is one of the
main results in this study, shown in Sec. III A.
D. The role of the extra dimension in the effective
Landau-Ginzburg field theory: Introduction of
quantum corrections of all orders in the 1=N expansion
Based on the demonstration of this subsection, we claim
that the effective Landau-Ginzburg field theory Eq. (8)
takes into account quantum corrections of all orders in the
scheme of the 1=N expansion.
1. Discretization
In order to figure out the role of the emergent extra
dimension in the effective Landau-Ginzburg field theory,
we discretize the z-coordinate as follows:
Z¼ZcZfh
Z
DfσðτÞDb0ðτÞΠfw¼1DbwðτÞexp

−
Zβ
0
dτ
Zβ
0
dτ0f†σðτÞbfðτÞGcðτ−τ0Þb†fðτ0Þfσðτ0Þþf†σðτÞð∂τ−λÞfσðτÞ
þNSλþ N
JK
b†0ðτÞb0ðτÞ

þdΛ
Xf
w¼1
Zβ
0
dτ

πNΛb
JKðdΛÞ2
ðb†wðτÞ−b†w−1ðτÞÞðbwðτÞ−bw−1ðτÞÞþ
2NSNF
vFΛ2c
bw−1ðτÞ∂τb†w−1ðτÞ

:
ð40Þ
As clarified in Sec. IV C, dΛ
Pf
w¼1 corresponds to
R zf
0 dz.
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Taking the f ¼ 0 limit, it is straightforward to see that this effective field theory is reduced to the mean-field theory
Z ¼ Zc
Z
DfσðτÞ exp

−
Zβ
0
dτ
Zβ
0
dτ0f†σðτÞb0ðτÞGcðτ− τ0Þb†0ðτ0Þfσðτ0Þ þ f†σðτÞð∂τ − λÞfσðτÞ þNSλþ NJK b
†
0ðτÞb0ðτÞ

:
Performing the Gaussian integration for the fermion variable, we obtain an effective partition function in the large-N limit:
Z¼Zcexp

Ntrττ0 lnðð∂τ−λÞδðτ−τ0Þþb0ðτÞGcðτ−τ0Þb†0ðτ0ÞÞ−
Zβ
0
dτ

NSλþ N
JK
b†0ðτÞb0ðτÞ

≡expð−βF½b0ðτÞÞ: ð41Þ
Here, F½b0ðτÞ is the mean-field free energy for the Kondo effect. It is easy to find the mean-field equation for the
hybridization order parameter [26].
2. Quantum corrections up to the 1=N order
Now, we take f ¼ 1. Introducing
b1ðτÞ ¼ b0ðτÞ þ δb1ðτÞ ð42Þ
into the effective Landau-Ginzburg field theory, we obtain
Z ¼ ZcZh
Z
DfσðτÞDδb1ðτÞ exp

−
Zβ
0
dτ
Zβ
0
dτ0f†σðτÞðb0ðτÞ þ δb1ðτÞÞGcðτ − τ0Þðb†0ðτ0Þ þ δb†1ðτ0ÞÞfσðτ0Þ
þ f†σðτÞð∂τ − λÞfσðτÞ þ NSλþ NJK b
†
0ðτÞb0ðτÞ þ
πNΛb
JKdΛ
δb†1ðτÞδb1ðτÞ þ dΛ
2NSNF
vFΛ2c
b0ðτÞ∂τb†0ðτÞ

: ð43Þ
This effective partition function gives rise to coupled equations for both hybridization order parameters of b0ðτÞ and δb1ðτÞ.
Solving the equation for δb1ðτÞ, one represents it as a function of b0ðτÞ. Inserting this expression into the equation for b0ðτÞ,
we obtain an equation for the hybridization order parameter b0ðτÞ with the introduction of quantum corrections in the 1=N
expansion.
Equivalently, we perform the Gaussian integration for the δb1ðτÞ variable and obtain
Z ¼ ZcZh
Z
DfσðτÞ exp

−
Zβ
0
dτ
Zβ
0
dτ0f†σðτÞb0ðτÞGcðτ − τ0Þb†0ðτ0Þfσðτ0Þ þ f†σðτÞð∂τ − λÞfσðτÞ þ NSλ
þ N
JK
b†0ðτÞb0ðτÞ þ dΛ
2NSNF
vFΛ2c
b0ðτÞ∂τb†0ðτÞ

− trττ0 ln

πNΛb
JKdΛ
δðτ − τ0Þ þ f†σðτÞGcðτ − τ0Þfσðτ0Þ

þ
Zβ
0
dτ
Zβ
0
dτ0
Zβ
0
dτ00
Zβ
0
dτ000

f†σðτÞGcðτ − τ00Þb†0ðτ00Þfσðτ00Þ

πNΛb
JKdΛ
δðτ − τ0Þ
þ f†σ00 ðτÞGcðτ − τ0Þfσ00 ðτ0Þ

−1
f†σ0 ðτ000Þb0ðτ000ÞGcðτ000 − τ0Þfσ0 ðτ0Þ

: ð44Þ
Finally, the Gaussian integration of the fermion variable results in the effective action
Seff ¼ SN→∞ þ S1=N þ ΔS1=N: ð45Þ
Here,
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SN→∞ ¼ −Ntrττ0 lnðð∂τ − λÞδðτ− τ0Þ þ b0ðτÞGcðτ− τ0Þb†0ðτ0ÞÞ þ
Zβ
0
dτ

NSλþ N
JK
b†0ðτÞb0ðτÞ þ dΛ
2NSNF
vFΛ2c
b0ðτÞ∂τb†0ðτÞ

ð46Þ
is the effective action in the large-N limit, which results from the integration of the spinon variable and gives rise to the
mean-field equation. Also,
S1=N ¼ trττ0 ln

πNΛb
JKdΛ
δðτ − τ0Þ þ NGcðτ − τ0ÞGfðτ0 − τÞ

ð47Þ
is the 1=N correction for the effective free energy, which comes from the integration of the fluctuating hybridization order
parameter δb1ðτÞ and leads the hybridization order parameter b0ðτÞ to vanish beyond the mean-field approximation [25].
The last part of
ΔS1=N ¼
Zβ
0
dτ
Zβ
0
dτ0
Zβ
0
dτ00
Zβ
0
dτ000

Gcðτ − τ00Þb†0ðτ00ÞGfðτ00 − τ000Þ

πΛb
JKdΛ
δðτ − τ0Þ
þ Gcðτ − τ0ÞGfðτ0 − τÞ

−1
b0ðτ000ÞGcðτ000 − τ0ÞGfðτ0 − τÞ

ð48Þ
describes a shift of the order parameter from the original mean-field value in the presence of the 1=N correction. It should
appear with self-consistency. However, this shift term is not taken into account usually for the analysis without self-
consistency, which is also in the order of 1=N.
3. Quantum corrections up to the 1=N2 order
We consider f ¼ 2. Introducing
b1ðτÞ ¼ b0ðτÞ þ δb1ðτÞ;
b2ðτÞ ¼ b1ðτÞ þ δb2ðτÞ
¼ b0ðτÞ þ δb1ðτÞ þ δb2ðτÞ ð49Þ
into the effective Landau-Ginzburg field theory, we obtain
Z ¼ ZcZ2h
Z
DfσðτÞDδb1ðτÞDδb2ðτÞ exp

−
Zβ
0
dτ
Zβ
0
dτ0f†σðτÞðb0ðτÞ þ δb1ðτÞ þ δb2ðτÞÞGcðτ − τ0Þðb†0ðτ0Þ
þ δb†1ðτ0Þ þ δb†2ðτ0ÞÞfσðτ0Þ þ f†σðτÞð∂τ − λÞfσðτÞ þ NSλþ NJK b
†
0ðτÞb0ðτÞ þ
πNΛb
JKdΛ
δb†1ðτÞδb1ðτÞ
þ πNΛb
JKdΛ
δb†2ðτÞδb2ðτÞ þ dΛ
2NSNF
vFΛ2c
b0ðτÞ∂τb†0ðτÞ þ dΛ 2NSNFvFΛ2c ðb0ðτÞ þ δb1ðτÞÞð∂τb
†
0ðτÞ þ ∂τδb†1ðτÞÞ

: ð50Þ
Now, we have three coupled equations for b0ðτÞ, δb1ðτÞ, and δb2ðτÞ.
Performing Gaussian integrals for δb1ðτÞ and δb2ðτÞ, we obtain an effective action
Seff ¼ SN→∞ þ S1=N þ S1=N2 þ ΔS1=N þ ΔS1=N2 : ð51Þ
Here,
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S1=N2 ¼ trττ0 ln

πNΛb
JKdΛ
δðτ − τ0Þ þ NGcðτ − τ0ÞGfðτ0 − τÞ þ dΛ
2NSNF
vFΛ2c
∂τδðτ − τ0Þ −
Zβ
0
dτ00
Zβ
0
dτ000Gcðτ − τ00Þ
×Gfðτ00 − τ000Þ

πΛb
JKdΛ
δðτ000 − τ00Þ þGcðτ000 − τ00ÞGfðτ00 − τ000Þ

−1
×Gcðτ000 − τ0ÞGfðτ0 − τÞ

ð52Þ
is the 1=N2 correction in the effective action, in particular,
the last term in the logarithm. ΔS1=N2 is a shift term in the
1=N2 order, which will not be shown here due to its
complex expression.
4. A nonperturbative large-N effective field theory
It is remarkable to obtain a nonperturbative large-N
effective field theory with an emergent extra dimension,
summing all loop quantum corrections organized in the
1=N expansion. Frankly speaking, we do not understand
why this nonperturbative large-N effective field theory with
an emergent extra dimension should arise from our recur-
sive Wilsonian renormalization group transformations.
Furthermore, we do not have a clear physical picture on
how this recursive Wilsonian renormalization group trans-
formation method takes into account such nonperturbative
physical effects. It is necessary to understand the math-
ematical structure more deeply.
E. Comparison between the Wilson’s numerical
renormalization group approach and our recursive
Wilsonian renormalization group method
One cautious person may point out several correspond-
ences between the Wilson’s numerical renormalization
group approach and our recursive Wilsonian renormaliza-
tion group method. Actually, we believe that our recursive
Wilsonian renormalization group method can be regarded
to be one mathematical reformulation of the Wilson’s
numerical renormalization group analysis in the path
integral representation.
The Wilson’s numerical renormalization group analysis
consists of (a) division of the energy support of the bath
spectral function into a set of logarithmic intervals;
(b) reduction of the continuous spectrum to a discrete
set of states (logarithmic discretization); (c) mapping of the
discretized model onto a semi-infinite chain, where an
impurity lies at one end and effective bath fermions appear
in the other side; (d) iterative diagonalization of this chain,
increasing the size of the chain and attaching bath fermions
onto the original chain; and (e) further analysis of the
many-particle energies, matrix elements, etc., calculated
during the iterative diagonalization, which yields informa-
tion on fixed points and static and dynamic properties of the
quantum impurity model [52]. On the other hand, recursive
Wilsonian renormalization group transformations are per-
formed in the following way. (i) We introduce an order
parameter field to diagonalize the corresponding effective
Hamiltonian in the saddle-point approximation. (ii) We
separate slow and fast d.o.f. for all variables, including
order parameter fields. (iii) Integrating over fast d.o.f. to
renormalize the dynamics of slow d.o.f. and rescaling both
the UV cutoff to return to its original value and all slow
functional variables to make the resulting effective action
invariant, we finish the first iteration procedure of the
Wilsonian renormalization group analysis, where effective
interactions still exist for slow d.o.f. (iv) To deal with
these effective interactions, we perform the Hubbard-
Stratonovich transformation once again and obtain an
effective theory with essentially the same order parameter
field but in the second iteration step. (v) We repeat exactly
the same procedures of (ii) and (iii) and find an effective
theory in terms of slower d.o.f. after the second iteration
procedure. This procedure gives rise to recursive renorm-
alization group transformations, where a renormalized
(hybridization) order parameter in the first depth is utilized
to renormalize the (hybridization) order parameter in the
second depth. This recursive structure of renormalization
group transformations is responsible for the introduction
of all-loop quantum corrections, organized in the 1=N
expansion.
Now, let us make correspondences between the Wilson’s
numerical renormalization group approach and the recur-
sive Wilsonian renormalization group method. The loga-
rithmic discretization procedure (a) and (b) may be
identified with the separation of slow and fast d.o.f. with
a logarithmic cutoff (ii), regarded to be a typical procedure
of the Wilsonian renormalization group transformation.
(c) Mapping of the discretized model onto a semi-infinite
chain corresponds to (i) and (iv) the introduction of an order
parameter field through the Hubbard-Stratonovich trans-
formation, regarded to be a method of matrix diagonaliza-
tion. Although (c), (i), and (iv) are important in the
technical aspect, they are not essential in the view of
principle. A crucial point is on the correspondence between
(d) iterative diagonalization of this semi-infinite chain
model and (iii) and (v) recursive Wilsonian renormalization
group transformations, which is the core of the renormal-
ization group transformation.
In the Wilson’s numerical renormalization group
approach, one diagonalizes the effective semi-infinite chain
Hamiltonian with the size N, where an impurity lies at one
end and effective bath fermions appear in the other side.
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Then, one attaches effective bath fermions into the chain
Hamiltonian of the size N at the N þ 1 site, where an
effective hopping integral is reduced in a logarithmic way
and determined by the mapping procedure of the discre-
tized model onto a semi-infinite chain. Now, one can
diagonalize the N þ 1 effective chain Hamiltonian and
obtain the flow of the eigenvalue as a function of the sizeN.
During this diagonalization procedure, one may perform
truncation to reduce the size of the total Hilbert space for
the exact diagonalization. We argue that this numerical
renormalization group structure is in parallel with the
present recursive renormalization group transformation.
In particular, the renormalized (hybridization) order param-
eter in the (f − 1)th iteration is utilized to renormalize the
(hybridization) order parameter in the fth iteration, where
the exact diagonalization procedure of the numerical
renormalization group analysis corresponds to the integra-
tion of high-energy modes of all field variables in the
dΛ → 0 limit. In this respect the size of the effective chain
Hamiltonian may be identified with the emergent extra
dimension of the recursive renormalization group method.
Unfortunately, the above discussion is qualitative or
speculative. To make the correspondence more quantita-
tively, we need to construct recursion equations for two
successive eigenvalues and eigenstates between the Nth
and (N þ 1)th effective chain Hamiltonians in the numeri-
cal renormalization group structure. Then, we may perform
the continuation of the size variable and obtain nonpertur-
bative renormalization group flows in the numerical
renormalization group method. One may find a structure
of the holographic duality conjecture in these recursion
equations along the emergent extra dimension, compared
with the present theoretical framework. This would be an
interesting future direction of research.
V. THE KONDO EFFECT IN THE
NONPERTURBATIVE FIELD
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The mean-field theory for the Kondo effect describes the
local-Fermi liquid fixed point well, where the hybridization
order parameter becomes finite below the Kondo temper-
ature [26]. On the other hand, it gives rise to a second-order
phase transition, which should be regarded as an artifact of
the mean-field theory. Introducing quantum corrections at
the leading order of the 1=N expansion into the mean-field
theory, the hybridization order parameter turns out to
vanish for all temperatures, where the nature of the local
Fermi-liquid fixed point is not perfectly clarified [25].
We claim that this nonperturbative physics would be
encoded into our effective Landau-Ginzburg description for
the Kondo effect beyond the 1=N framework, where the
evolution of the hybridization order parameter is given by
the diffusion equation in the emergent spacetime with an
extra dimension. Given the UV boundary condition
Eq. (10), renormalization of the hybridization order param-
eter occurs through the diffusion equation (9). Finally, the
diffusive evolution matches or is constrained by the IR
boundary condition Eq. (11). In particular, the diffusive
dynamics along the direction of the extra dimension would
erase the memory of the emergent low-energy d.o.f., giving
rise to short-range correlations in time. It turns out that this
scale determines the Kondo temperature.
A. Solution for the nonperturbative renormalization
group equation: Hybridization order parameter
We recall Eq. (9),
∂τb†ðτ; zÞ ¼ D∂2zb†ðτ; zÞ;
where
D≡ 1
NSg˜cg˜bh
¼ πvFΛbΛ
2
c
2SNFJK
ð53Þ
may be identified with an effective diffusion constant.
We consider
b†ðτ; zÞ ¼ e−Cτ

A cos
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
z

þ B sin
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
z

ð54Þ
as a trial solution of this effective diffusion equation. A, B,
and C will be determined by both UV and IR boundary
conditions.
The UV boundary condition Eq. (10) fixes the relation
between A and B. As a result, we obtain
b†ðτ; zÞ ¼ Be−Cτ

α
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
cos
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
z

þ sin
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
z

;
ð55Þ
where α ¼ JK=ðNg˜bhÞ ¼ πΛb.
Applying the IR boundary condition Eq. (11) into this
solution, we obtain

−α
C
D
sin
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
cos
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

þ Ng˜bh

α
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
cos
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

þ sin
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

×
1
β
X
iω
GcðiωÞGfðiω − CÞ ¼ 0: ð56Þ
Performing the Fourier transformation in Eq. (12),
we find
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GfðiωÞ ¼

iωþ λ − B2

α
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
cos
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

þ sin
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

2
Gcðiωþ CÞ

−1
: ð57Þ
Inserting the spinon Green’s function into Eq. (56), we obtain

−α
C
D
sin
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
cos
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

þ Ng˜bh

α
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
cos
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

þ sin
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

×
1
β
X
iω
−iπNFsignðωÞ
iωþ λ − Cþ iπNFB2
n
α
ﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
q
cos
 ﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
q
zf

þ sin
 ﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
q
zf
o
2
signðωÞ
¼ 0; ð58Þ
which determines C. Below, we show that the amplitude B of the hybridization order parameter is scaled out. The constraint
equation is given by
1
β
X
iω
1
iωþ λ − Cþ iπNFB2fα
ﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
q
cosð
ﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
q
zfÞ þ sinð
ﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
q
zfÞg2signðωÞ
¼ S; ð59Þ
which determines λ. We recall S ¼ 1=2.
Introducing NF →
NF
B2 and JK → JKB
2 into these coupled equations, one can show that B disappears as follows:

−α
C
D
sin
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
cos
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

þ Ng˜bh

α
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
cos
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

þ sin
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

×
1
β
X
iω
−iπNFsignðωÞ
iωþ λ − Cþ iπNF
n
α
ﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
q
cosð
ﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
q
zf

þ sin
 ﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
q
zf
o
2
signðωÞ
¼ 0;
1
β
X
iω
1
iωþ λ − Cþ iπNF
n
α
ﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
q
cos
 ﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
q
zf

þ sin
 ﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
q
zf
o
2
signðωÞ
¼ S: ð60Þ
These coupled equations describe the Kondo effect in a
nonperturbative way.
The second equation of Eq. (60) leads to λ ¼ C for all
temperatures. This is due to the condition of half filling
with particle-hole symmetry. Inserting this relation into the
first equation of Eq. (60), we obtain
1
Ng˜bh
−α CD sin
 ﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
q
zf

þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
q
cos
 ﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
q
zf

α
ﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
q
cos
 ﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
q
zf

þ sin
 ﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
q
zf
 ¼ I ð61Þ
with
I ¼ 1
β
X
iω
iπNFsignðωÞ

iωþ iπNFsignðωÞ
×

α
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
cos
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

þ sin
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

2

−1
: ð62Þ
In order to solve this order-parameter equation at finite
temperatures, we set the cutoff zf ¼ fdΛ as zf ¼ Λ − T
with Λ ≫ T. The renormalization group procedure should
be terminated at a given temperature. This finite-
temperature termination is introduced into the cutoff
phenomenologically. However, it turns out that the reduc-
tion effect is not serious as long as Λ≫ T.
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FIG. 3. Linear-log plot of the order parameter C=Λ in terms of
T=TK for JKΛ ¼ 1.05 and NF=Λ ¼ 0.1. Here, TK is an effective
Kondo temperature, introduced from our field theoretical frame-
work. C is nearly constant at low temperatures less than the Kondo
temperature and gradually increases above the Kondo temperature.
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Solving this equation, we obtain C as a function of
temperature as shown in Fig. 3, where the temperature axis
is scaled by the Kondo temperature. Considering the self-
energy correction in the spinon’s Green’s function, it is
natural to take the Kondo temperature as
TK ¼ πNF

α
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C0
D
r
cos
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C0
D
r 
þ sin
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C0
D
r 
2
; ð63Þ
where C0 is the solution of Eq. (61) at T ¼ 0. Figure 3
shows that C is nearly constant at low temperatures less
than the Kondo temperature and gradually increases above
the Kondo temperature.
B. Impurity thermodynamics
Performing the Gaussian integration for the spinon
variable in the effective Landau-Ginzburg field theory
Eq. (8) and introducing the nonperturbative solution
Eq. (55) of the hybridization order parameter into the
effective Landau-Ginzburg field theory Eq. (8), we find the
free-energy functional for the Kondo effect as follows:
F ¼ −zf
N
β
lnZh −
N
β
lnZc −
N
β
X
iω
ln

−iω − λþ C − iπNF

α
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
cos
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

þ sin
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

2
signðωÞ

þ NSλþ NS
β
NF
vFΛ2c
ð1 − e−βCÞ

α2
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
sin

2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

−
1
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D
C
r
sin

2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

þ α
2
−
α
2
cos

2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

: ð64Þ
Here, the hybridization order parameter field is determined
by its self-consistent equations [Eq. (60)].
In order to figure out thermodynamics of the Kondo
effect, we focus on the most singular sector, given by
Fimp¼−
N
β
X
iω
ln

−iω−λþC− iπNFsignðωÞ
×

α
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
cos
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

þsin
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
D
r
zf

2

þNSλ;
which is nothing but Eq. (14). This expression implies that
the effective Kondo temperature is
TK ¼ πNF

α
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C0
D
r
cos
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C0
D
r 
þ sin
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C0
D
r 
2
;
as discussed earlier. Based on this effective free-energy
functional, we describe nonperturbative thermodynamics
in this exactly screened Kondo problem, as discussed
before.
VI. IMPLICATION FOR THE
HOLOGRAPHIC DUALITY CONJECTURE:
HOW TO FIND AN EMERGENT
METRIC STRUCTURE
A. Hamilton-Jacobi formulation:
Induced boundary metric
Finally, we discuss how to extract out the emergent
metric structure. We recall the partition function
WIRðzfÞ ¼
Z
DfσðτÞDbðτ; zÞ exp

−
Zzf
0
dz
Zβ
0
dτ

πNΛb
JK
ð∂zb†ðτ; zÞÞð∂zbðτ; zÞÞ þ 2NSNFvFΛ2c bðτ; zÞ∂τb
†ðτ; zÞ

−
Zβ
0
dτ
Zβ
0
dτ0f†σðτÞbðτ; zfÞGcðτ − τ0Þb†ðτ0; zfÞfσðτ0Þ þ f†σðτÞð∂τ − λÞfσðτÞ þ NSλþ NJK b
†ðτ; 0Þbðτ; 0Þ

:
ð65Þ
We point out that this partition function should not depend on the scale of zf, i.e.,
d
dzf
lnWIRðzfÞ ¼ 0: ð66Þ
As a result, we obtain the following equation:
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0 ¼
Zβ
0
dτ

πNΛb
JK
ð∂fb†ðτ; zfÞÞð∂fbðτ; zfÞÞ þ 2NSNFvFΛ2c bðτ; zfÞ∂τb
†ðτ; zfÞ
þ N
Zβ
0
dτ0∂fbðτ; zfÞGcðτ − τ0Þb†ðτ0; zfÞGfðτ0 − τÞ þ N
Zβ
0
dτ0bðτ; zfÞGcðτ − τ0Þ∂fb†ðτ0; zfÞGfðτ0 − τÞ

: ð67Þ
Here, ∂fbðτ; zfÞ is a short-handed notation for ∂zbðτ; zÞjz¼zf. This is nothing but the Hamilton-Jacobi equation.
The Hamilton-Jacobi formulation consists of three types
of equations [11,12]. The first are equations that counter-
terms should satisfy, the second is the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation, and the third are equations to define the energy-
momentum tensor. We emphasize that the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation is just a reformulation of our equations of motion,
that is, the UV boundary condition, the bulk equation of
motion, and the IR boundary condition, which will be
clarified below. The only thing that does not seem to take
into account is the issue on counterterms. Since we are
dealing with an effective field theory defined in the cutoffs
of vFΛc ≫ Λf, Λb, there do not exist any divergences,
which reflects the procedure of the Wilsonian renormali-
zation group structure.
The Callan-Symanzik equation (66) can be rewritten as
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation [10–13]
Hþ ∂fSIR ¼ 0:
The bulk “Hamiltonian” is identified with
H ¼
Zβ
0
dτ

πNΛb
JK
ð∂fb†ðτ; zfÞÞð∂fbðτ; zfÞÞ
þ 2NSNF
vFΛ2c
bðτ; zfÞ∂τb†ðτ; zfÞ

;
and the IR effective action is given by
SIR ¼
Zβ
0
dτ

f†σðτÞ∂τfσðτÞ
þ
Zβ
0
dτ0f†σðτÞbðτ; zfÞGcðτ − τ0Þb†ðτ0; zfÞfσðτ0Þ

;
which defines the energy-momentum tensor. This IR
effective action is also discussed below.
Recalling the IR boundary condition given by Eq. (11),
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation can be more simplified as
follows:
0 ¼
Zβ
0
dτ

2NSNF
vFΛ2c
bðτ; zfÞ∂τb†ðτ; zfÞ
þ Nbðτ; zfÞ
Zβ
0
dτ0Gcðτ − τ0Þ∂fb†ðτ0; zfÞGfðτ0 − τÞ

:
ð68Þ
Wewould like to emphasize that this renormalization group
equation can be regarded as one reformulation of the IR
boundary condition [Eq. (11)] with the bulk equation of
motion [Eq. (9)].
Applying ∂f into the IR boundary condition [Eq. (11)],
we obtain
πΛb
JK
∂2fb†ðτ; zfÞ
þ
Zβ
0
dτ0Gcðτ − τ0Þ∂fb†ðτ0; zfÞGfðτ0 − τÞ ¼ 0:
Replacing ∂2fb†ðτ; zfÞ with a time-derivative term via the
bulk equation of motion [Eq. (9)], we find
2SNF
vFΛ2c
bðτ; zfÞ∂τb†ðτ; zfÞ
þ bðτ; zfÞ
Zβ
0
dτ0Gcðτ − τ0Þ∂fb†ðτ0; zfÞGfðτ0 − τÞ ¼ 0:
ð69Þ
Applying
R
∞
0 dτ to both terms, the resulting equation is
nothing but Eq. (68), which implies the self-consistency of
our formulation.
An idea is to compare Eq. (68) with the renormalization
group equation [10–13]
γ00f T
f
00 þ βfhOfi ¼ 0; ð70Þ
where an anomaly term does not arise in this Kondo
problem. Here, either a subscript or superscript f
denotes z ¼ zf. γ00f is an induced metric and Tf00 is an
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energy-momentum tensor at z ¼ zf. βf is a β-function of a
coupling constant in the renormalization group analysis and
hOfi is a vacuum expectation value of an observable Of
at z ¼ zf.
The β-function of the hybridization order parameter field
is given by
βf ¼ ∂fb†ðτ; zfÞ
¼ − JK
πΛb
Zβ
0
dτ0Gcðτ − τ0Þb†ðτ0; zfÞGfðτ0 − τÞ; ð71Þ
where the last equality results from the IR boundary
condition. The vacuum expectation value of the hybridi-
zation order parameter is given byZ
ddk
ð2πÞd c
†
σðk; τÞfσðτÞ

¼ N
Zβ
0
dτ0Gcðτ − τ0Þbðτ0; zfÞGfðτ0 − τÞ: ð72Þ
As a result, we identify
N
Zβ
0
dτbðτ; zfÞ
Zβ
0
dτ0Gcðτ − τ0Þ∂fb†ðτ0; zfÞGfðτ0 − τÞ
with
Zβ
0
dτβfhOfi;
where
Of ¼
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd c
†
σðk; τÞfσðτÞ
and τ↔ τ0.
The above correspondence gives rise to
Zβ
0
dτγ00f T
f
00 ¼
2NSNF
vFΛ2c
Zβ
0
dτbðτ; zfÞ∂τb†ðτ; zfÞ;
or more strongly,
γ00f T
f
00 ¼
2NSNF
vFΛ2c
bðτ; zfÞ∂τb†ðτ; zfÞ; ð73Þ
guaranteed by Eq. (69).
Substituting the IR boundary condition Eq. (11) into
Eq. (65), the effective IR action further reduces to
SIR ¼
Zβ
0
dτ

f†σðτÞ∂τfσðτÞ
þ
Zβ
0
dτ0f†σðτÞbðτ; zfÞGcðτ − τ0Þb†ðτ0; zfÞfσðτ0Þ

;
ð74Þ
where the Lagrange multiplier field λ is integrated out,
giving rise to the number constraint f†σðτÞfσðτÞ ¼ NS.
Then, it is straightforward to read the corresponding energy
as follows:
Tf00 ¼
Zβ
0
dτ0hf†σðτÞbðτ; zfÞGcðτ − τ0Þb†ðτ0; zfÞfσðτ0Þi
¼ Nbðτ; zfÞ
Zβ
0
dτ0Gcðτ − τ0Þb†ðτ0; zfÞGfðτ0 − τÞ;
ð75Þ
which is nothing but the time component of the energy-
momentum tensor.
Inserting the IR effective Hamiltonian [Eq. (75)] into the
energy-momentum tensor part [Eq. (73)] of the renormal-
ization group equation and resorting to the renormalization
group equation (68) with the IR boundary condition
[Eq. (11)], we reach the following expression for the time
component of the metric tensor:
γ00ðτ; zfÞ ¼
JK
πΛb
R
∞
0 dτ
0 R∞
0 dτ
00Gcðτ − τ0ÞGcðτ0 − τ00Þb†ðτ00; zfÞGfðτ00 − τ0ÞGfðτ0 − τÞR∞
0 dτ
0Gcðτ − τ0Þb†ðτ0; zfÞGfðτ0 − τÞ
: ð76Þ
Inserting the nonperturbative solution Eq. (55) for the hybridization order parameter into the above expression and
performing the Fourier transformation into the frequency space, we obtain
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γ00ðzfÞ ¼
JK
πΛb
1
β
X
iω
Gcðiωþ CÞGfðiωÞ: ð77Þ
We already saw the right-hand side in Eq. (58). Using this
result, we obtain
γ00ðzfÞ ¼ −
NFJK
πΛb
ln
Λf
TK
: ð78Þ
We recall
TK ≈ πNF

C
D
cos

C
D
zf

þ sin

C
D
zf

2
:
The Ward identity in Eq. (70) represents the renormal-
ization group flow of the boundary quantum field theory,
which describes the relationship between physical quan-
tities at the renormalization scale zf. The effective metric
γ00f at the energy scale zf can be determined by solving this
Ward identity if we know other quantities such as Tf00, βf,
and hOfi, actually given by equations of motion and IR
effective field theory. One thing we should note is that the
renormalization group flow must satisfy the Ward identity
regardless of the renormalization scale zf. This fact implies
that we can see how γ00f changes as the renormalization
scale runs from the UV to IR scale. From the holographic
point of view, the radial coordinate of the dual geometry
can be matched to the energy scale of the dual field theory.
More precisely, when the boundary of the dual geometry is
located at zf, the dual field theory is defined at the
renormalization scale zf and the effective metric γ00f
corresponds to the metric of the boundary spacetime.
Therefore, the renormalization group flow of the dual field
theory can be understood by changing the boundary
position on the dual geometry side [11,12].
B. How to find bulk metric
The next question is how to find the bulk metric consistent
with the boundary metric given by the Hamilton-Jacobi
formulation. Frankly speaking, we do not know how to
figure out the bulk metric in the Hamilton-Jacobi formu-
lation. Here, we propose another way and discuss consis-
tency with the induced boundary matric.
We recall an effective bulk action
Sbulk ¼
Zβ
0
dz
Zβ
0
dτ

πNΛb
JKM2
ð∂zb†ðτ; zÞÞð∂zbðτ; zÞÞ
þ 2NSNF
vFΛ2c
bðτ; zÞ∂τb†ðτ; zÞ

; ð79Þ
which describes the evolution of the hybridization order
parameter as a function of an energy scale. A mass
parameter M2 has been introduced, the reason of which
will be discussed below.
Our strategy is to compare this effective bulk action with
the canonical form of a spin 0 bosonic field theory on a
curved spacetime and to read out both metric components
of gττ and gzz. Unfortunately, our effective action contains a
linear time-derivative term. Since the canonical form of the
spin 0 bosonic field theory on a curved spacetime does not
take the linear time-derivative term, we cannot compare our
effective action with the canonical form of general covari-
ance. In this respect we consider a reformulation with UV
completion for this nonrelativistic effective action. We
consider the following effective action:
Seff ¼
Zβ
0
dz
Zβ
0
dτ

2πNΛb
JK
ð∂zb†ðτ; zÞÞð∂zbðτ; zÞÞ
þ

2NSNF
vFΛ2c

2
ð∂τbðτ; zÞÞð∂τb†ðτ; zÞÞ
þM2bðτ; zÞb†ðτ; zÞ

; ð80Þ
where the second-order time derivative term has been
taken into account with the introduction of a mass term.
Considering the M2 →∞ limit, keeping only the positive-
energy part, and throwing away the huge mass term of the
boson field, we return to our original nonrelativistic
effective field theory.
It is natural to consider the following canonical form:
Seff ¼
Zβ
0
dz
Zβ
0
dτ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gττgzz
p

2πNΛb
JK
gzzð∂zb†ðτ; zÞÞð∂zbðτ; zÞÞ
þ

2NSNF
vFΛ2c

2
gττð∂τbðτ; zÞÞð∂τb†ðτ; zÞÞ
þM2bðτ; zÞb†ðτ; zÞ

; ð81Þ
where metric components have been introduced. It is
straightforward to read out both metric components as
follows:
gττ ¼ gττ ¼ 1; gzz ¼ gzz ¼ 1: ð82Þ
Then, the question is how this Euclidean metric can be
consistent with the induced metric found from the Callan-
Symanzik equation in the previous subsection. Although
we cannot prove our speculation, we suspect that a general
coordinate transformation leads the boundary metric to be
the Euclidean in the bulk.
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C. From strongly coupled quantum field theory to Einstein’s gravity formulation
Now, we discuss how to derive Einstein’s theory of general relativity as a dual description of a strongly coupled quantum
field theory. We start from an effective field theory
Z ¼
Z
Dbðτ; zÞDgττðτ; zÞDgzzðτ; zÞδðgττðτ; zÞ − gττ½bðτ; zÞÞδðgzzðτ; zÞ − gzz½bðτ; zÞÞ
exp

−
Zβ
0
dz
Zβ
0
dτ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gττðτ; zÞgzzðτ; zÞ
p 2πNΛb
JK
gzzðτ; zÞð∂zb†ðτ; zÞÞð∂zbðτ; zÞÞ
þ

2NSNF
vFΛ2c

2
gττðτ; zÞð∂τbðτ; zÞÞð∂τb†ðτ; zÞÞ þM2bðτ; zÞb†ðτ; zÞ

: ð83Þ
Both metric components of gττ½bðτ; zÞ and gzz½bðτ; zÞ are found from the comparison between the effective Landau-
Ginzburg field theory with an extra dimension and the canonical form of the corresponding field theory as discussed in the
previous subsection. In the Kondo problem (perfect screening [26]), they do not depend on the hybridization order
parameter, given by the Euclidean metric. In the present subsection, we put our discussion in a more general setup.
Utilizing the Lagrange multiplier field, we can exponentiate the delta-function constraint and obtain the following
expression:
Z ¼
Z
Dbðτ; zÞDgττðτ; zÞDgzzðτ; zÞDTττðτ; zÞDTzzðτ; zÞ exp

−
Zβ
0
dz
Zβ
0
dτ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gττðτ; zÞgzzðτ; zÞ
p

2πNΛb
JK
gzzðτ; zÞð∂zb†ðτ; zÞÞð∂zbðτ; zÞÞ þ

2NSNF
vFΛ2c

2
gττðτ; zÞð∂τbðτ; zÞÞð∂τb†ðτ; zÞÞ
þM2bðτ; zÞb†ðτ; zÞ − iTττðτ; zÞðgττðτ; zÞ − gττ½bðτ; zÞÞ − iTzzðτ; zÞðgzzðτ; zÞ − gzz½bðτ; zÞÞ

; ð84Þ
where Tττðτ; zÞ and Tzzðτ; zÞ are Lagrange multiplier fields.
Integrating over metric fields gττðτ; zÞ and gzzðτ; zÞ, we find
Tττðτ; zÞ ¼

2NSNF
vFΛ2c

2
ð∂τbðτ; zÞÞð∂τb†ðτ; zÞÞ;
Tzzðτ; zÞ ¼
2πNΛb
JK
ð∂zb†ðτ; zÞÞð∂zbðτ; zÞÞ: ð85Þ
In this respect these Lagrange multiplier fields may be
identified with energy-momentum tensors as collective
fields.
The last step is to integrate out the order parameter field.
Formally, such a procedure is expected to result in
Z ¼
Z
Dgττðτ; zÞDgzzðτ; zÞTττðτ; zÞTzzðτ; zÞ
exp

−
Zβ
0
dz
Zβ
0
dτ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gττðτ; zÞgzzðτ; zÞ
p
fLeff ½gμνðτ; zÞ; Tμμðτ; zÞ − iTττðτ; zÞgττðτ; zÞ
− iTzzðτ; zÞgzzðτ; zÞg

: ð86Þ
Here, Leff ½gμνðτ; zÞ; Tμμðτ; zÞ would contain the Einstein-
Hilbert action in the presence of energy-momentum tensor
collective fields.
VII. SUMMARY
Our emergent holographic description with an extra
dimension turned out to be a Landau-Ginzburg theory of
local order parameter fields, renormalized by quantum
corrections and described by Wilsonian renormalization
group transformations. The extra dimension is identified
with the number of iterations of renormalization group
transformations. Here, we derived an effective field theory
of a hybridization order parameter field for the Kondo
effect, living on the spacetime with an extra dimension
given by Wilsonian renormalization group transformations.
In order to reveal the physics of this extra dimension, we
took the limit of zf ¼ dz → 0 and showed that the resulting
equation of motion for the hybridization order parameter is
reduced to that of a mean-field theory with leading
quantum corrections in the 1=N expansion of the field
theoretical approach, where N is spin degeneracy. This
demonstration not only serves as a solid background of the
present approach but also implies a nonperturbative frame-
work with full quantum corrections in the zf → ∞ limit.
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It was rather unexpected to observe that the locality of
the effective field theory is preserved in recursive
Wilsonian renormalization group transformations. It is
natural to expect the appearance of nonlocal interactions
in the Wilsonian renormalization group transformation.
Indeed, nonlocal effective interactions arise generically.
However, we find that such effective interactions depend
on the UV cutoff, where nonlocal correlations vanish in
the infinite limit of the UV cutoff. In other words,
nonlocal correlations can be expressed as local terms
through the gradient expansion when the UV cutoff is
large enough.
Based on this effective field theory, we obtained a classical
equation of motion in the large-N limit, which describes how
the hybridization order parameter field evolves as a function
of the energy scale, identified with the extra dimension. In
addition to this equation of motion, UV and IR boundary
conditions were naturally constructed to fix the resulting
configuration of the hybridization order parameter field in
the extra dimension unambiguously. Solving these coupled
equations of motion, we found the hybridization order
parameter field as a function of both time and the energy
scale of the extra dimension. It turned out that this solution
reproduces the local Fermi-liquid fixed point in the absence
of any phase transitions at finite temperatures. In addition,
we investigated thermodynamic properties in more detail and
compared them with those of the Bethe ansatz method. As a
result, we could show that our nonperturbative theoretical
framework is consistent with the essentially exact solution,
which describes the crossover behavior from the decoupled
local moment fixed point to the local Fermi-liquid fixed
point quite successfully. This reflects the nonperturbative
nature of our formulation.
We also discussed how to extract out an emergent metric
structure from this effective field theory. Resorting to the
Hamilton-Jacobi formulation derived from our effective
free-energy functional, we could read the β-function for the
evolution of the hybridization order parameter and its
vacuum expectation value. It turned out that the Callan-
Symanzik equation for the effective free energy just
reformulates our coupled equations of motion, i.e., the
bulk equation of motion for the order parameter field and
the UV and IR boundary conditions, which confirms the
internal consistency of our formulation. Based on this
reformulation, we could find an induced metric.
Finally, we compared our recursive Wilsonian renormal-
ization group structure with Wilson’s numerical renormali-
zation group method. In particular, we argued that recursive
Wilsonian renormalization group transformations are in
parallel with the recursive exact diagonalization procedure
of the numerical renormalization group structure. As a result,
we identified the size N of the numerical renormalization
group transformation with the emergent extra dimension z of
our recursive renormalization group transformation. This
implies that the theoretical framework of recursive renorm-
alization group transformations can be applied to various
problems of strongly correlated systems as the numerical
renormalization group method is. In particular, it would be
interesting to apply the present theoretical framework to
various Kondo problems such as the case of overscreening
and the presence of competing Hund interactions.
Furthermore, the correspondence between the recursive
Wilsonian renormalization group structure and Wilson’s
numerical renormalization group method should be more
clarified based on the analytic construction for recursion
equations of renormalization group flows in the numerical
renormalization group structure.
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